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Muá¸¥ammad ibn MÅ«sÄ• al-KhwÄ•rizmÄ« (Persian: Ù…Ø-Ù…Ø¯ Ø¨Ù† Ù…ÙˆØ³Ù‰ Ø®ÙˆØ§Ø±Ø²Ù…ÛŒ
â€Ž; c. 780 â€“ c. 850), formerly Latinized as Algorithmi, was a Persian scholar who produced works in
mathematics, astronomy, and geography under the patronage of the Caliph Al-Ma'mun of the Abbasid
Caliphate.: 668 Around 820 AD he was appointed as the astronomer and head of the library of the House of
Wisdom ...
Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi - Wikipedia
General Information . I hope to make available public domain materials that are essential for the study of
ancient and early modern mathematics and mathematical astronomy.
Namas Te - Mathematics and Mathematical Astronomy
Algebraic expression. Algebra did not always make use of the symbolism that is now ubiquitous in
mathematics; instead, it went through three distinct stages.
History of algebra - Wikipedia
The area of study known as the history of mathematics is primarily an investigation into the origin of
discoveries in mathematics and, to a lesser extent, an investigation into the standard mathematical methods
and notation of the past. Before the modern age and the worldwide spread of...
History of mathematics | Math Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Abu Al-Wafa ou Abu l-WÄ•fÄ•â€™ ou Muhammad AboÃ»l-WafÃ¢, (en persan : Ù…Ø-Ù…Ø¯
Ø§Ø¨ÙˆØ§Ù„ÙˆÙ•Ø§ÛŒ Ø¨ÙˆØ²Ø¬Ø§Ù†ÛŒ), nÃ© en 940 Ã Bouzjan et mort en 998 Ã Bagdad Ã©tait un
astronome et mathÃ©maticien persan et musulman [1] principalement connu pour ses apports en
trigonomÃ©trie plane et en trigonomÃ©trie sphÃ©rique
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